
Flex Carrier
Robust and payload-optimised: Your new trailer  
for transporting roll-off and skip containers

Container transport



Flex Carrier
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The trailer for roller and skip containers meets the 
requirements for any job with the Hüffermann modular system.

Based on the roll carrier chassis, 
the Flex Carrier is a robust, payload-
optimised trailer for transporting 
roller containers with a length of 
5500 mm – 7000 mm according to 
DIN 30722 or skip containers with a 
volume of 5 m³ – 10 m³ according to 
DIN 30720/30720-1.

The Hüffermann modular construction offers 
two key advantages: individual design, 
which is tailored exactly to your require-
ments and high-quality production – 100% 
“Made in Germany” guaranteed. Hüffer-

mann only uses first-class vehicle compo-
nents from renowned manufacturers, so 
their durability pays off over the course of 
their service life. Why not contact us? We’d 
love to help you.

Flex Carrier versions

The right solution for every application

Container transport

+ Robust construction
+ Chassis for high payload  

centres of gravity

Your benefits

Flex Carrier modular system

Flex Carrier versions for transporting  
Swiss Welaki troughs

HKA2770-265L

Flex Carrier 
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This securing system is a time-saving load 
securing system, which locks the skip 
containers on the tilt bearing according to 
DIN 30720 and DIN 30720-1. The Multi-Fix 

compensates for differences in dimension 
on slightly bent tilt bearings and is pressed 
in a neutral position when transporting 
roller containers.

Time-saving

Load securing system
The skips are fastened on the Flex Carrier 
with combined load securing. The skips 
are secured against sliding in the direction 
of travel and to the sides with adjustable 
stops. The containers are locked to the rear 
on the rear container mounting block with 
transverse lashing.   

Adjustable lashing point  
The chassis length of the Flex Carrier is 
defined by the combination of roller or skip 
containers. To be able to load a variety of 
different skip container types and designs, 
the lashing points are bolted onto a lashing 
rail and are therefore adjustable.

Centring Fix 
Hüffermann attaches great importance to 
flexible and quick conversion of the load 
securing, to avoid time-consuming adjust-
ments when dealing with different trough 
sizes. With the Flex Carrier, the patented 
Centring Fix makes it easy to adjust the side 
push-locks.

Container transport

Load centre of gravity
Thanks to flexible lashing points on the out-
er frame and the corresponding push-locks, 
one or two containers of different sizes can 
be variably loaded respectively.

A set-down container at the centre of gravity

+ High payload
+ Effective for short hauls
+ Trusted components
+ Durable performance

Your benefits

Multi-Fix: Load securing without chains

Transferring

Positioning

Locking and driving off

Multi-Fix 
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Wilhelm Schwarzmüller GmbH
Hanzing 11 
4785 Freinberg · Austria
   +43 7713 800-0 
  office@schwarzmueller.com 
 www.schwarzmueller.com

Eltmann subsidiary
Schwarzmüller Deutschland GmbH 
Industriestraße 20 
97483 Eltmann · Germany
   +49 9522 30 449-0 
  office.eltmann@schwarzmueller.com

Wildeshausen sales office:
Ahlhorner Straße 89 
27793 Wildeshausen · Germany
   +49 4431 94 553-0 
  info-vertrieb@hueffermann.de 

Neustadt/Dosse plant:
Kampehler Straße 10 
16845 Neustadt / Dosse · Germany
   +49 33970 996-0 
  +49 33970 132 16

www.hueffermann.de

We set standards as the market-leading 
manufacturer, showing off our strengths with 
detailed solutions for complete systems.

Disposal

Raw materials  
collection

Construction and  
decommissioning

Special vehicles

Raw materials  
transport

Container transport


